1. Introduction ---Throughout this paper P stands for the normal distribution function N(a, a2) and * denotes a convolution. The following theorem was first conjectured by P. LEvI and somewhat later proved by H. CaMEa; it is well known in the analytic theory, of probability, for details see [5] or [12] .
• [4] and N. M. Bi.&NK [1] which are based on the value distribution theory. -
Remarks on the continuation theory of distribution functions
It was A. N. KoLM000Rov who conjectured that an infinitely divisible distribution function F coinciding with on a half line equals The àJfirmative answer to this question was published in [8] and can now be considered the startipg paint of what we call the continuation theory of distribution functions. Its present state is surveyed in [11] and elaborated in [12] . The theory of Phragmen and Lindelof plays a considerable role in it as is seen also from the present paper. Already at several occasions, we have taken the view that that theory provides powerful tools which are very applicable also in other fields of analytic *probability theory, see e.g. [9] and [10] . A remarkable deep result of'continuation theory is due to I. A. IBRAGIMOV [3] .' who generalized the above mentioned continuation theorem in the following way.
Theorem 2.1: Let F be an infinitely divisible distribution /unction which is positive on the v)hole line, and assume that its characteristic function / is continuable to the upper half plane --+={z=t±iy:yO}.
Let 0 be an infinitely divisible distribution function satisfying
for some real x0 . "hen F = U. -For the proof Ibragirnov used Nevanlinna's value distribution theory. Later on, it was B. JESIAK [4] who recognized that part of this result has little to do with infinite divisibility. Namely,.using Ibragimov's method he proved that the problem concerns mainly the zeros of the characteristic function under consideration. For a brief formulation of his result, we wFite Z for the class of all distribution functions F having a characteristic function / which is continuable to + and satisfies the condi-
where n stands for the number of zeros of / in the semi-disk (z: jzj r, y > 0).
Theorem 2.2: Assumethat F E Z and that /or the distribution function Owe have
moreover, n(r; g) = C(log r), then F The Harkov school of analytic probability' theory also dealt with continuation theory and used results of the value distribution theory. It was I. V. OSTROVSKIJ [6] who introduced the following class of fnctions. Definition 2.1: Let H: R1 -* R be a function of bounded variation. We say that it belongs to the class 58 if it possesses the following properties (where lext stands for "left extremity"):
is continuable to and has no zeros here.
I. V. OSTROVSKIJ obtained the following result. for some x0 E R1 , then H = HI.
In the particular case that H2 = we need considerably weaker assumptions • than the coincidence (2.3) on a half lime. The first to notice this was M. RIEDL [7] . ' • Generalizing his result N. M.^BLANii and I. V. OSTROVSKIJ [2] proved the following. 
Theorem 2.4: 1/, H belongs to Z and
IH(-x) -0 , 1 (-x)l <exp (----'xQ(x)) > o,
j3* -
In view of these deep results, the following continuation theorem of A. N. TIT0v [14] deserves particular attention for two reasons. Namely, neither infinite divisibility nor zeros of characteristic functions are mntioned; moreover, the corresponding proof is nothing but an elegant application of elementary facts which are well known from the theory of Phagmén and Lindelöf. In Remark 3.1 we indicate how this result can be obtained in our context though our approach differs from that of Titov. 1n [12] we also present further results of Titov which are relevant in this connection.
The o rem 2.6: Assume that for a distribution function H and some natural number n^!2wehave
for some real x0 ; then H is a normal distribution.
This is obviously related to Cramer's theorem, and in view of this result it is natural to ask if even the assumption -
implies that the distribution functions F1 and F2 are also normal. Unfortunately such a desirable statement is wrong. This question seems to be easy since Theorem 2.6 can be proved easily and with elementary means. But in the present paper we will give only a partial answer to tb'is problem. Nevertheless, it proved stimulating'since it led us t6 introduce the root which plays an essential role in our proof of Theorem 3.1.
First of all we have to. quote two lemmas the second of which is due to I. V. OsTRov-S sKTJ. For the proofs see e.g. [12] .'For the sake-of brevity, we write for the class of all functions w analytic in the interior of , and continuous in ., which are bounded on the real axis R1 . Further, for w E , w 0, we let = liiny' log w(iy). 1I-.00 -L e in ma 3.1: For a function w E (, w 0, which is bounded in we have k,, > -cc. We are now in a position to prove the follow in continuation theorem. Proof: Without loss of generality we set x0 = 0 since F0(x) = F(x + x0 ), too, satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. We introduce the function
k(t)== g(t) T/(t) =feit x d(ç(x) -F(x))
where the latter equation is obvious by assumption. The continuation
belongs to and is bounded in , k(z)I 2. Thus we have by the ridge property of characteristic functions g(z) f/c(z)I + If(z) I 5 2 + f(iy), z'E , and from (3.1) it
Js seen that there e*ists K> 0 such that
The essential idea of the proof consists in introducing if the characteristic function g has no zeros in +, then 0 = * PA. -The proof (R. Sc rii [13] ) essentially proceeds like above. Namely, in this case' we have y 0 so that we get a similar estimate for g. Thus, instead of (3.5), we may write / y2 \\ . 
